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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

The behavior of millennial men is driving the market, leading 7 out of 10 top performing fashion and luxury
companies to hail from the United States and has put increased focus on apparel and footwear, according to a
report from the Boston Consulting Group.

"If not a surprising finding, certainly noteworthy, is  seven out of the top ten public value creators are US-based,
reflecting the confidence of investors in the near-term and mid-term future of this geographic market, driven by male
Millennials behaviors, driven by the Founders generation notably in apparel and Millennials generation notably in
footwear, and driven by accessible-luxury supply," said Christine Barton, senior partner at Boston Consulting Group.
"In recent years, the luxury and fashion industry established a solid record of strong value creation for shareholders,
in part fueled by expansion and down-aging of wealthy classes, the emergence of middle, consumptive classes in
developing markets, and the creation of accessible-luxury supply in markets like the U.S. From 2009 through 2013, for
example, fashion and luxury ranked first in total shareholder return among five consumer sectors and first among
all 26 cross-industry sectors studied.

"From 2011 through 2015, however, the sector's performance has declined, a trend that has continued in 2016 for a
number of demand reasons," she said. "Fashion and luxury ranked last among the five consumer sectors in the
study, but held at tenth overall among 28 total sectors."

Top ten domination 
Asian markets have seen an increasingly disappointing performance this year, with not a single Chinese company
features within the top performers. Henri Bendel's parent company L Brands was listed as number five in BCG's top
ten fashion and luxury brands, with a market value of $27.7 billion and 33.4 average annual TSR.
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The strongest performers are coming from the U.S. Under Armour was this year's the top performer, but has
remained within the top 10 for three consecutive years.

Fast-fashion apparel companies, discount chains and mass brands have dominated as the leaders in the industry,
beating out exclusive luxury brands. This year not a single luxury brand made the top ten.

The lack of luxury brands is most likely due to the decrease of China's market performance.

Sotheby's in China

Four, footwear and sportswear companies are also controlling the top performers, due to the strong millennial men
demographic, who are a massive group in size. The size factor will likely continue this trend throughout the next
couple years.

Digital numbers
Mobile and digital platforms are also growing with consumer adoption. More and more customers are willing to
purchase goods online.

There are few omnichannel leaders and many followers among the nearly 100 U.S. and U.K. retailers surveyed by L2
for its fourth annual "Intelligence Report: Omnichannel Retail 2016."

The rise of digital has sparked opportunity for retailers by creating "always-on interactions," but internal
infrastructure and technologies as well as consumer behavior and devices have progressed slowly. Although
retailers are improving omnichannel offerings, L2 found that only six retailers analyzed can be seen as strategy
leaders (see more).

While many luxury brands were slow to take on ecommerce in the beginning, the sector is now leading the charge
in luxury sales growth at 7 percent penetration in 2016, according to Bain & Company.

Startup culture, digital, peer-to-peer marketplaces and off-price retailers have paved the way for consumers to find a
discount or cheaper version for almost any item or service for purchase. Through mobile and desktop, customers
can do minimal research to find a bevy of options for products at their fingertips, especially for luxury, meaning
these brands need to steer into the skid and adopt their own discounted market strategies to win out (see more).

"The best performers of this group were primarily US-based, mass-market companies, focused on growing digital
sales and capabilities, M&A and active portfolio management, direct-to-consumer distribution, and consumer trends
such as casualization, versatility and see now, buy now," Ms. Barton said. "Value creation among top fashion and
luxury companies was primarily driven by expansion in valuation multiples, which is a departure from what we've
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seen previously, where companies created more value from sales growth.

"Investors appear to be expecting continued gains in consumer confidence and spending as well as a sector
rebound," she said. "Unlike previous years, there are no emerging-market companies nor true luxury players in this
year's top ten fashion and luxury value creators."
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